Commission Secretary,
BCUC
Box 250,
900 Howe Street, 6th Floor,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6Z 2N3

October 2, 2017

Letter of Comment regarding the Site C Dam:

I am writing as a member of the general public and a resident of British Columbia.

I acknowledge and appreciate that the current BC Government included the BCUC in its final considerations of the Site C Dam project. Actions not taken by the previous BC Government which initiated the construction.

Briefly, continuing to construct this project allows for the permanent destruction of valuable archaeological, arable and wild lands.

Continuing to construct this project will anchor 20th century technology and its resulting pollution to many more generations.

Continuing to construct Site C Dam will only add to provincial debt, as well noted increases come to fruition. Stop now. No more good money after bad.

The province should hold an inquiry into how the contracts were originally negotiated for Site C.

Thank you for your time.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Fran Cochran (Ms.)